¡VÁMONOS AL COTORREO!

Come and chill with your afternoon snack and practice your Spanish language skills with other learners and graduate students from the Department of Spanish and Portuguese!

**When:** 6:00pm-7:00pm every **Wednesday** (Spring 2021)
From January 13th through May 5th (minus any school holidays or Reading Days)

**Where:** Find us on Zoom! (same link as last semester)
https://arizona.zoom.us/j/95018825627

**For more information, contact:**
Alicia Brown (aliciambrown@email.arizona.edu)
Bouchra El Harrak Lichioui (bouchna@email.arizona.edu)
Lauren Souter (laurens808@email.arizona.edu)
Taylor Mackowski (taylormackowski@email.arizona.edu)
Supervisor: Kristy Doran (kdoran@email.arizona.edu)